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ABSTRACT 
A novel method is introduced to force a geometric-based 
snake be more tolerant towards weak edges and noise in 
images. The method integrates gradient How forces with 
region constraints obtained from diffused region segmenta- 
tion forces. The diffusion is obtained from the region map 
vector flow field. This extra region force gives the snake a 
global view of the boundary information within the image. 
We present results on both graylevel and colour images. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Snakes are widely used in many applications, including seg- 
mentation, shape recovery, and motion tracking. Different 
models have been proposed which can be classified into two 
types: parametric snakes and geometric snakes. Paramet- 
ric snakes 111 are maintained by a spline, explicitly repre- 
sented as parameterised curves in a Lagrangian formulation 
while Geometric snakes [2, 3J are represented implicitly 
and evolve according to an Eulerian formulation [4]. They 
are based on the theory of curve evolution implemented via 
level set algorithms and do not need to reparameterise the 
curve or to explicitly handle topological changes. They are 
completely intrinsic and automatically handle changes in 
topology when numerically implemented using level sets. 
Hence, without resorting to dedicated contour tracking, un- 
known numbers of multiple objects can be detected simul- 
taneously. Furthermore, geometric snakes can have much 
larger capture areas than parametric snakes. 
However, geometric snakes are still not perfect with the 
major problem being that they suffer from leakage at weak 
edges into neighbouring image regions. There have been a 
number of improvements to the overall geometric snake per- 
formance, such as area-length minimization snakes [ 5 ] ,  gen- 
eralized gradient vector How snakes (61, and region-based 
snakes 171. Siddiqi et al. [5] could improve the performance 
of their snake by a linear combination of weighted length 
and weighted area gradient flows, but still did not provide 
a satisfactow solution to the weak-edee leakaee nroblem 
The gradient vector flow is useful when there we bound- 
ary gaps, because it preserves the perceptual edge property 
of snakes [6, 41. However, the GGVF still has topological 
problems. Also when a weak edge lies beside a strong edge, 
the snake is likely to step through towards the strong edge. 
Region-based snakes rely on the segmentation of the image 
into regions. Chakraborty et al. [SI proposed a method to 
integrate the parametric snake with region segmentation. It 
requires apriori knowledge of the region of interest, and can 
suffer from topological problems. Geometric snake region- 
based methods have rarely been proposed, but a good ex- 
ample is [7]. The Geodesic Active Region model in [7] uni- 
ties boundary and region-based forces towards the region 
boundary by integrating into the geodesic snake framework 
a boundaryfregion segmentation technique based on mod- 
elling the image histogram using a mixture of Gaussians. 
In this paper, a new region-based method is proposed 
to make the geometric snake much more tolerant to image 
noise and weak edges. We refer to it as the Region-aided 
Geometric Snake as i t  integrates gradient flow forces with 
diffused region forces. The diffused region force gives the 
snake a global view of the object boundaries. The theory 
is independent of any particular region force which in turn 
can be generated using different techniques according to the 
needs of the application at hand. Using colour edge gradi- 
ents, the region-aided snake will be shown to naturally ex- 
tend to object detection in colour images. 
2. THE GEOMETRIC SNAKE 
Geometric active contours are based on the theory of curve 
evolution and implemented numerically by employing level 
sets. Using a reactiondiffusion model from mathematical 
physics a planar contour is evolved with a velocity in the 
direction normal to the curve. The velocity contains two 
terms: a constant motion term that leads to the formation of 
shocks from which a representation of shape can be derived, 
and a curvature term that smooths the front, showing up sig- 
niticant features and shortenine the curve. We now hriellv I ~~ L .  
IS .  41. Xu snd Prince 161 extended lheirgrndirnt iectnr flow 
(C\'F) \nuke inln ihe Ciencroliwd GVI: witkc (the GCiVF). 
rci ICU the forniulolion of the geode5ic active contour[2.3]. 
hereiifter illw relerrcd to it5 the ctandard geometric modcl. 
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Let C(s, t )  be a two-dimensional active contour. The 
original formulation of the geometric model is given by 
(1) 
where t denotes the time. IC is the Euclidean curvature, c is 
a constant value, and fl is the unit inward normal of the 
contour. g(.) is a positive, decreasing weighting function 
such that g(z) - 0 as z --t CO, and g(z) i 1 as z 3 0. In 
application to shape modelling the weighting factor could 
be an edge indication function, which has larger values in 
homogeneous regions and very small values on the edges. 
This model performs well in practice for objects with clear, 
good contrast. However, with gaps or indistinct parts on the 
edges, the snake will easily leak through. Gaps may also 
remain between the converged snake and the true boundary. 
Hence, the following improvement was proposed [2]: 
aC 
at - g(lVll)(K + C ) f l ,  
The second term of (2) acts like a doublet, which attracts the 
active contour to the feature of interest since the vectors of 
Vg point toward the middle of the boundaries. For an ideal 
edge, g(.) tends to zero. Thus it tries to force the curve 
to stop at the edge. However, the convergence quality still 
highly depends on the stopping term g(.). If g(.) is not small 
enough along edges, there will be an underlying constant 
force mainly caused by the c term. 
The geodesic or geometric active contour is numerically 
implemented using level set techniques [2,3,9J. 
3. REGION-AIDED GEOMETRIC SNAKE 
Here we propose a novel approach to make the geometric 
snake much more tolerant towards weak edges. It comprises 
the integration of the gradient flow forces with diffused re- 
gion forces in the image resulting in the Region-aided Ge- 
ometric Snake. The gradient flow force supplants the snake 
with local object boundary information. The region force 
is based on the global features in the image, and acts as 
an extra image constraint, pulling the snake close to the re- 
gion boundary. When reaching the vicinity of the region 
boundary, the proposed snake will rest on the local maxi- 
mum based on the gradient flow forces. The steady state of 
the snake is the equilibrium state of the gradient forces and 
region forces. We show that this combination of forces not 
only improves the performance of the geometric snake to- 
ward weak edges, but also makes it more immune to noise. 
The region force can be generated from any image seg- 
mentation technique, e.g. colour segmentation such as [IO]. 
This means that while our proposed method is independent 
of any particular segmentation technique, it is dependent on 
the quality of the regions produced. However, we show, in 
the limited space available here, a good degree of tolerance 
to (reasonable) segmentation quality, and that our snake can 
indeed also act as a refinement of the results of the earlier 
region segmentation. To demonstrate this, we examine both 
under-segmentation and over-segmentation options of the 
software from [IO]. 
The segmentation splits the image into several regions 
giving the region map R with larger values at the region 
boundaries. Then we compute the gradient of this region 
map giving region constraints in the vicinity of the region 
boundaries. While the snake evolves in a homogeneous re- 
gion, it  does so mainly based on the gradient flow force. 
If the snake tries to step from one region into another, it 
must concur with the region force since it breaks the region 
criteria, which probably indicates a leakage. The capture 
area of the region force is quite small. The gradient vector 
diffusion method proposed in [6] is used to diffuse the re- 
gion forces along the region boundaries. This then gives the 
region force a much larger capture area. We can state the 
solution of the generalized gradient vector flow equation on 
region map R as the equilibrium state of 
p ( lVRI)VZ~ - q(lVRl)(u - 0%) = 0 { p(lVRJ)VZv - q(lVR])(v - VR,) = 0 
where Vz is the Laplacian operator with dimensions U and 
v, and p ( . )  and q(.) are weighting functions that control 
the amount of diffusion and are selected such that q(.) gets 
smaller asp( . )  becomes larger. A desirable result of this is 
that in the proximity of large gradients, there will be very 
little smoothing, and the vector field will be nearly equal to 
the gradient of the region map. We use the following func- 
tions for diffusing the region gradient vectors: p(lVR() = 
e-(lvR/Kl) and q(IVR1) = 1 --p(lVRI) where K is acon-  
stant and acts as a trade-off between field smoothness and 
gradient conformity. 
Now we can derive the proposed region-aided geomet- 
ric snake formulation. The region force is treated as an extra 
external force of the snake. The original internal and exter- 
nal forces of (2) are given by 
(3) 
(4) znt - 9 I V 1 l ) d  { " '  Fezr - (  = g(lVII)cJ - Vg(lVIl) 
{ "e,, = ag(lVll)Jv+ PA - V9(IV~O 
where g is the stopping function. Now we add the diffused 
region force into the external term: 
( 5 )  
where R is the region force vector field obtained in (3) and 
U is a new constant incorporating c. Constants U and ,3 
act as a trade-off between gradient forces and region forces. 
Finally, the region-aided geometric snake formulation is: 
Fint = 9(lVJl)+ 
- [g(lVI()(tc++)- Vg(lVII).R+PB.@fl.  (6) 
ac 
at 
- _  
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Using Osher and Sethian 191 as the basis for the numerical 
algorithm for curve evolution, the level set representation of 
the region-aided snake in (6) can be shown as: 
?!? = g(lvll)(IC+cY)lv~l+vg(~v~~).v~-~~~v~ (7) at 
The curvature is given by IC = V 3 IV4l' 
4. REGION-AIDED COLOUR SNAKE 
As shown in (21, the theory of boundary detection by the 
geometric (geodesic) snake can be applied to any general 
'edge detector' function. The stopping function g(. )  should 
tend to zero when reaching the edges. Let f be the edge 
detector, then the decreasing function can be g = &. 
When dealing with graylevel images, the solution for f IS 
quite straight forward, e.g. f = JV(Gauss * 1)I. We use 
a similar stopping function for edges obtained directly from 
colour images. 
We compute gradients in colour images by following 
[ I l l .  L e t e ( z 1 , z z )  : R2 -+ R"'beanimageofmbands. 
The infinitely-small difference between two points becomes 
the arc element d e  = C;=l(aC3/aui)dui and its squared 
norm is given by d0' = E;=, E:=, z s d u i d u j .  Us- 
ing standard notation of Riemannian geometry, we have 
where sij = (ae/au,) . (%/Eh,). The extrema of the 
quadratic form are in the directions of the eigenvectors of 
the metric tensor sij, with corresponding eigenvalues: 
The eigenvalues provide the maximal and minimal changes 
at a given point in image. Thus the vector edges are ex- 
pressed by how A+ compares to A-. Then, if we let fc0l  = 
(A+ - A- )  define the edges, the stopping function can be 
written as gcol = +. Substituting gcol for the stopping 
function g in (6), we c% extend the region-aided snake to a 
colour region-aided snake: 
dC - = [ S e d  (lvll) (IC + . f l f l .  at 
(10) 
The corresponding substitution in (7) will lead to the corre- 
sponding level set implementation. 
- V g d  (lvrl) ,g + 
5. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
The diffused region constraints can be generated in a variety 
of ways. In our experiments, we used the mean shift algo- 
rithm [IO] to perform the initial region segmentation. The 
diffused state was then generated according to (3). 
Fig. 1. Weak-edge leakage - Top: geodesic snake steps thmugh: 
Bottom: proposed snake rests using extra region force. 
5.1. Preventing Weak-edge Leakage 
We demonstrate the weak-edge leakage on a synthetic im- 
age (as in [5 ,  41). The image contains a circular shape 
with a small blurred area on its boundary. The geodesic 
snake stepped through the weak edge because the intensity 
changes so gradually that there is no clear boundary indica- 
tion in the edge map. Region-aided snake converged to the 
boundary since the extra diffused region force prevenfed the 
snake from stepping through (see Fig. 1) as it delivers useful 
global information about the object boundary. 
Fig. 2 shows the results on a colour image of a bacteria 
cell with both strong and fuzzy region boundaries. This is 
hard for the geometric snake because the weak edges are 
difficult to detect without global information. They dilute 
gradually into the background in certain places while strong 
edges occur inside and outside the cell as well. The region- 
aided snake (last two rows of Fig. 2) reaches its steady state 
and successfully converges to the cell boundary irrespective 
of whether the under or  over-segmentation option in [IO] is 
used to generate the region map (as shown). 
In Fig. 3 a close up view of a retinal disc is shown as 
another example. The boundary of the optic disk is quite 
fuzzy and blended with the background. Again, the diffused 
region force helps the proposed snake stop at weak edges. 
Further images and experiments can be found online I. 
5.2. Testing on Noisy Images 
We also tested the region-aided snake for tolerance lo noise. 
Fig. 4 presents an example shape with a Harmonic curve 
boundary along with 20, 40, and 60% noise added to the 
original image. We also show the (pre-diffusion) region 
map in each case followed by the geodesic snake and the 
region-aided snake. The results clearly demonstrate the su- 
perior segmentation quality of the proposed snake. At low 
noise, both methods can find the boundary accurately. How- 
ever, as the noise increases, more and more local maximums 
appear in the gradient flow force field which prevents the 
geodesic snakes from converging to the true boundaries. On 
the other hand, the region-aided snake has a global view of 
the noisy image due to the diffused region flow forces which 
pushes the snake towards the boundary. ' h l t p : l l w w w . c s . b r i s . a c . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ i ~ l ~ ~ s . h t m l  
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Fig. 3. Optic disk localisation, from left: initial state, final 
geodesic snake, region map, final region-aided snake. 
.. . . . , . - . 
Fig. 4. Shape recovery noise analysis for 20, 40, and 60% noise 
(on each row from left): image with added noise, region map. con- 
verged geodesic snake, and converged region-aided snake. 
Fig. 2. Weak edge leakage - top: starting contour and geodesic 
snake (steps through), middle: over-segmented colour region 
map and converged region-aided snake, bottom: under-segmented 
colour region map and converged region-aided snake. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
A novel region-aided geometric snake was introduced which 
integrates gradient flow iorces with region constraints. The 
region force can be generated from any region segmenta- 
tion technique, followed by gradient vector diffusion of the 
region map. The experimental results show that the region- 
aided snake is much more robust toward weak edges as well 
as more tolerable to noise. We demonstrated the application 
of the region-aided snake to  colour images. 
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